ON AIR - a social installation / sculpture
ON AIR is an online radio station created to seek and broaden engagement with contemporary and conceptual art through emphasis on soundbased modes of expression. The program serves as a point of convergence for diverse and disparate practices within Art Center by encouraging
maximum community access.
The current social structure of the Art Center institution calls for a necessity in forming a community to talk about art in an intimate nonacademic setting. By creating a social space for students to hang out and by bringing in faculty and students for interviews/discussions on a
daily basis, a stronger sense of community and bonding occurs. Flyers were posted around school and a facebook page and twitter account
were utilized to inform the community of all actions occuring in the space.
ON AIR also built the “Record Fort” in the space out of found materials such as wood, rope, cardboard, velvet cloths, and carpets. A spacious
round table and chairs were placed inside for the purpose of forging relationships in an intimate yet open setting. A simple lounge, schedules
and role sheets, a mini library, a computer, music equipment, and sound stereos were set up outside the “Record Fort” to serve as a place to relax
and be informed.
The space was used as a direct station for ON AIR’s online broadcasting. By recording the events occuring in the space, content was broadcasted
on a daily basis. The events included live performances, discussions, interviews, and sound experimentations.

The record fort is made out of found materials from our environment. In the begining, the space consisted a record fort and a secretary’s desk to
manage technological legistics and scheduling. Over the course of a couple of weeks, the space changed, consisting a record fort, a desk with a
computer that streamed audio material, music recording space, a mini library, and a social space. The space became a constantly changing installation where things were added / subtracted accroding to what students believed was best for the community at the time.

